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9 ABSTRACT: Optical detectors require the efficient collection of incident
10 light onto a photodetector. Refractive or reflective optics are commonly
11 used to increase the collected power. However, in the absence of losses,
12 such optics conserve etendue and therefore pose a limit on the field of view
13 and the active area of the detector. A promising method to overcome this
14 limitation is to use an intermediate layer of fluorescent material that
15 omnidirectionally absorbs the incident light and preferentially emits toward
16 the photodetector. We demonstrate here that plasmonic nanoantenna
17 phased arrays are a promising platform to improve the emission efficiency
18 of thin luminescent layers and provide an efficient method to reduce optical
19 etendue. In particular, we show an almost constant optical absorption of the
20 luminescent layer on top of the array with the angle of incidence and a
21 strong beamed emission in small solid angles in the forward direction.
22 These results pave the way for novel optical communication detectors
23 incorporating nanofabricated plasmonic materials as optical etendue reducers.
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25Optical communication applications often require the
26 concentration of light onto a photodetector to magnify
27 the received signal. Using refractive or reflective optics allows
28 for the concentration of light, however, it typically comes at the
29 expense of a reduced field of view because the etendue, that is,
30 the product of the area and field of view, is conserved in the
31 absence of losses. Luminescent materials can act as etendue
32 reducers to concentrate energy onto a photodetector and have
33 been used for solar concentrators,1 high-energy particle
34 detection,2 and recently for free-space optical communications
35 (FSOC).3

36 Desirable characteristics of a photodetector for FSOC
37 include a large bandwidth, a large area and a large field of
38 view to allow for high data rate in the presence of multimode
39 beams with large spatial extent. However, only two of the above
40 characteristics can be matched simultaneously with traditional
41 solid-state detectors. Large area detectors have a slow response
42 time and focusing optics minimize the field of view by
43 conservation of etendue. The etendue can be effectively
44 reduced by using a fluorescent material as an intermediate
45 light conversion layer before detection.3 In this process the
46 laser beam carrying the information is absorbed with near unity
47 efficiency over a wide angle of incidence and is preferentially re-
48 emitted in the direction of the photodetector. In this approach,
49 the spontaneous decay rate of the photoluminescent material

50should be as fast as possible for large bandwidth optical
51communication and the conversion of the incident light and
52collection efficiency of the emission as high as possible.
53In this work, we demonstrate a novel geometry where
54luminescent materials, comprised of fluorescent dye molecules
55near metallic nanoparticle arrays, achieve light conversion from
56an incident laser beam over a large field of view and an emission
57in a small solid angle toward a semiconductor photodetector.
58This process reduces the etendue of the light field and, when
59combined with a conventional lens focusing the directionally
60emitted light, results in a photodetector with an effective large
61area and a response time set by the decay rate of the fluorescent
62dye, which can be significantly faster than a semiconductor
63detector of the same size. Metallic nanoparticles supporting
64localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs), that is, coherent
65oscillations of the free electrons in the nanoparticle driven by
66an electromagnetic field, have emerged in recent years as
67interesting structures to control the emission properties of
68quantum emitters in their close proximity.4,5 This characteristic
69has led to the description of these structures as optical
70nanoantennas.6 Antenna phased arrays are designed to beam
71electromagnetic waves in certain directions by controlling the
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72 phase difference and interference of the waves radiated by
73 different antennas. Similarly, periodic arrays of metallic
74 nanoparticles constitute the analogue of passive antenna arrays
75 in which the radiation from emitters in their proximity is
76 beamed in defined directions due to scattering of this emission
77 with the periodic structure and interference.7−16 Also, lasing
78 from nanoparticles arrays has been reported,17−19 and
79 described in terms of cavity modes resulting from the coupling
80 of LSPRs.18 The emission from these structures can be
81 explained by considering the decay of the emitters into the
82 modes supported by the structure and the radiation of these
83 modes into the far-field.
84 A periodic array of nanoparticles covered with a layer of
85 emitters can support two different types of modes besides
86 LSPRs, called surface lattice resonances (SLRs) and quasi-
87 guided modes. SLRs are the result of the enhanced radiative
88 coupling of LSPRs by the so-called Rayleigh anomalies (RAs),
89 that is, diffracted orders in the plane of the array.20 For quasi-
90 guided modes, the enhancement in the radiative coupling of
91 LSPRs is provided by guided modes in the layer of emitters.21,22

92 In both cases, the dispersion of the modes and the directional
93 outcoupling of the emission is mainly dictated by the
94 periodicity of the array and the polarizability of the constituent
95 nanoparticles. By designing arrays in which the emission of dye
96 molecules is preferential in the direction perpendicular to the
97 surface, we demonstrate that these arrays provide a large
98 improvement in directionality over a bare layer of molecules
99 and constitute a step forward toward a passive etendue reducer.
100 The combination of nanoantenna arrays and dye molecules
101 allows the capture of photons over a large area and field of view,
102 and the re-emission as a collimated beam, which can be
103 subsequently focused onto a small area photodiode.

104 ■ SAMPLE DESCRIPTION AND EMISSION OF DYE
105 LAYERS

f1 106 Figure 1a displays a schematic representation of the
107 investigated plasmonic nanoantenna array. The sample consists
108 of a square array of aluminum (Al) nanoparticles with a lattice
109 constant a = 410 nm. The shape of the individual nanoparticles
110 is a tapered nanopyramid with a height of 150 nm and a
111 diameter of 80 nm at the top and 140 nm at the base. The
112 nanoantenna array, with a size of 3 × 3 mm2, was fabricated
113 onto a fused silica substrate by substrate conformal nano-
114 imprint lithography (SCIL) followed by reactive ion etching
115 (RIE) of the aluminum.23 SCIL is based on a flexible rubber
116 stamp, which replicates a pattern containing nanostructures

117onto a sol−gel that can be further processed. This process can
118be scaled to large area (wafer size), enabling industrial
119applications of nanostructured surfaces.24 Each nanoparticle is
120coated by a thin layer of native oxide (Al2O3) that protects it
121from further oxidation. A scanning electron microscope (SEM)
122image of the nanoparticle array is shown in Figure 1b. A 700
123nm thick polystyrene layer containing photostable dye
124molecules (Lumogen red F305, BASF) with a weight percent
125concentration of 8.5 wt % is deposited on top of the array by
126spin coating. In what follows, we call this the dye layer. The
127refractive index of such a dye layer (ndye = 1.61) is larger than
128that of the substrate beneath (nsubstrate = 1.46) and the air on
129top (nair = 1), which renders this layer a planar waveguide. The
130absorptance and normalized fluorescence spectra of the dye
131layer are displayed in Figure 1c. There are three main
132absorption peaks at 450, 533, and 575 nm, respectively,
133corresponding to different energy levels of vibronic transitions
134in the dye molecules. The emission maximum of the dye layer
135is at a wavelength of 620 nm.
136To ensure that the Al nanoantenna array is coated with the
137optimum concentration of dye molecules, we explored its
138ability to efficiently reduce etendue.3 We define a figure of
139merit (F) characterizing the etendue reduction, i.e. the
140efficiency with which the luminescent slab absorb photons
141and remit them in the forward direction in a reduced solid
142angle, as
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144where Pin(λin) is the incident power (assumed to be
145Lambertian) at wavelength λin and Pout(λout, Ω) is the radiant
146power emitted into the solid angle Ω with wavelength λout.
147Equation 1 gives the ratio of the number of photons emitted
148within the solid angle Ω0 to the number of incident photons.
149Note that the integrated F over full space (Ω0 = 4π) is equal to
1501 for a luminescent layer that absorbs 100% of the incident light
151and emits with unity fluorescence quantum efficiency (QY).
152Therefore, the nanoantenna array will demonstrate optical
153etendue reduction if there exist a value of Ω0 for which F > 1. It
154is desirable for an optical detector device to achieve F ≫ 1 by
155reemitting photons without loss in a small solid angle Ω0 → 0.
156The emitted light can then be focused into a small spot with an
157area inversely proportional to Ω0 using conventional optics.
158A first step to achieve F > 1 is to maximize the absorption
159efficiency of the luminescent detector. Starting with a bare dye

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the sample. From bottom to top: fused silica substrate, Al nanoparticle array and polymer layer containing
dye molecules. (b) Side view scanning electron microscope image of the Al nanoparticle array. The scale bar in the inset represents 400 nm. (c)
Absorptance (black curve, left axis) and normalized photoluminescence (red curve, right axis) spectrum of a 700 nm thick, 8.5 wt % Lumogen red
dye layer.
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160 layer where the dye molecules are isotropically dispersed in the
161 polymer matrix and the emission is Lambertian, the absorption
162 of the excitation beam can be maximized by increasing the
163 concentration of the molecules or the layer thickness. However,
164 in order to increase the emission in the forward direction with
165 the nanoparticle array, as shown later, the layer thickness needs
166 to be kept below 1 μm.25 Increasing the molecular
167 concentration also leads to concentration quenching of the
168 emission and the reduction of the QY. This reduces the
169 efficiency of the luminescence process quantified by F(4π),

170which is given by to the product of the absolute absorption and
171the quantum yield (QY) of the bare dye film. Therefore, F for
172thin molecular layers are typically much smaller than one.
173 f2Figure 2 displays measurements of the absorptance (A), QY,
174and integrated F for various dye layers with the same thickness
175of 700 nm, containing different molecular concentrations and
176for different excitation wavelengths (λin = 450, 533, and 575
177nm). The absorptance was determined from the conservation
178of energy, that is, A = 1 − T − R, where T is the transmittance
179of the normal incident beam through the dye film and R is the

Figure 2. (a) Absorptance of a 700 nm thick polymer layer with Lumogen dye molecules as a function of the dye concentration in weight percent
measured at different wavelengths: 450 nm (blue triangles), 533 nm (red circles), and 575 nm (black squares). (b) Fluorescence quantum yield
(QY) of the dye layer as a function of concentration. (c) Figure of merit (F) of the dye layer as a function of concentration calculated from the
absorptance and QY measurements of (a) and (b). The solid lines and curves are guides to the eye.

Figure 3. (a) Emission intensity of a polymer layer with Lumogen dye molecules, (b) the dye layer on a nanoparticle array detected from the front
side of the array, and (c) the dye layer on the nanoparticle array detected from the back side of the array, as a function of emission angle. The three
measurements have been done under the same experimental conditions and are normalized to the same value. The maximum emission angle in the
measurements is limited to 26° by the numerical aperture of the objective lens (NA = 0.45). (d) Photoluminescence enhancement (PLE), defined as
the emission from the nanoparticle array normalized by the emission of the bare dye layer, as a function of the wavelength and measured in the
direction perpendicular to the sample surface. The black solid and red dash-dotted curves correspond to the back and front detected intensity
enhancements, respectively. The three peaks from right to left correspond to the zero-order quasi-guided modes (TE−TM0), the degenerate (±1, 0)
and (0, ±1) Rayleigh anomalies (RAs), and the first-order quasi-guided modes (TE−TM1). Simulated spatial distribution of the near-field intensity
enhancement in a unit cell of the nanoparticle array. The simulations are performed for a plane wave incident with a wavelength of 638 nm
(corresponding to the TE−TM0 modes in (d)) incident normal to the array from the front (e) and back (f) side.
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180 reflectance. The absorption of the dye molecules at each
181 wavelength increases linearly as a function of the dye
182 concentration. At λin = 575 nm, the dye molecules present
183 the highest absorptance as it is shown in Figure 2a. The QY of
184 the same layers was measured with an integrating sphere and it
185 is shown in Figure 2b.26 The QY of the dye is reduced by
186 increasing concentration, which is mainly associated with the
187 aforementioned emission quenching due to the increase of the
188 nonradiative energy transfer between neighboring dye mole-
189 cules.27,28 Consequently, a maximum value of the integrated F
190 of 0.2 for the bare dye film is obtained for a concentration of
191 ∼8.5 wt % and by exciting the layer at λin = 575 nm (see Figure
192 2c). In what follows, we show that the plasmonic nanoantenna
193 array can improve F by enhancing the directional emission of
194 the dye layer.

195 ■ DIRECTIONAL EMISSION OF NANOANTENNA
196 ARRAYS
197 The emission directivity of the dye layer with and without the
198 nanoantenna array was characterized with a confocal Fourier
199 setup schematically represented in Figure S3 and described in
200 the Supporting Information. The emission from the sample was
201 collected by a 20× microscope objective with a numerical
202 aperture (NA) of 0.45. The emission intensity of the sample as
203 a function of the angle was recorded in the back focal plane of

f3 204 the objective with a Fourier lens. Figure 3a−c show the Fourier
205 images of the emission from the bare dye layer, the emission of
206 the dye layer on top of the nanoantenna array detected from
207 the front side, that is, the particle array side facing the objective
208 lens, and the back detected emission of the dye layer on top of
209 the nanoantennas, that is, the substrate side of the sample
210 facing the objective lens, respectively. Note that these
211 measurements were performed under the same conditions
212 and normalized to the same value to facilitate a direct
213 comparison. The emission from the bare dye film displays a
214 nearly isotropic distribution within the maximum angle
215 measured (θem = 26°), corresponding to its Lambertian
216 properties. The emission from the dye layer on top of the
217 nanoparticle array is predominantly confined in a small solid
218 angle. This pronounced beaming effect is due to the emission
219 decay into the SLRs and quasi-guided modes supported by the
220 dye layer on the particle array and the subsequent outcoupling
221 of the emission to free space in a defined direction.29−31

222 Interestingly, the beaming effect detected from the back side of
223 the particle array is more pronounced than the one observed
224 from the front side. As we will show later, this is mainly due to
225 the different fractional density of optical states (FLDOS) in the
226 two directions because of the tapered shape of the nano-
227 particles.
228 The photoluminescence enhancement (PLE) spectra,
229 defined as the PL of the dye layer on top of the particle
230 array normalized by the PL of the same layer on top of the flat
231 substrate and recorded in the normal direction (θem = 0°) are
232 presented in Figure 3d. To distinguish the different peaks in the
233 spectra, we have determined the angular dispersion of the
234 particle array sample by measuring the extinction (see Figure
235 S1). The dispersion curves are well described by the grating and
236 planar waveguide phase matching equations and neglecting the
237 coupling between the different modes. Based on these
238 extinction measurements, we can assign the three main peaks
239 of the PLE spectra in Figure 3d to the zeroth-order quasi-
240 guided modes (TE−TM0) coupled into free space through the
241 lattice diffraction orders, the Rayleigh anomalies (RAs), and the

242first-order quasi-guided modes (TE−TM1). Due to the small
243energy differences between TE and TM modes,31 a single peak,
244instead of two, is observed in the PLE spectra. The solid black
245curve in Figure 3d corresponds to the emission detected from
246the backside of the particle array sample. This emission shows a
24714-fold, 10-fold, and 5.8-fold PLE at the TE−TM1, RAs, and
248TE−TM0 frequencies, respectively. The dash-dotted red curve
249in the same figure corresponds to the emission detected from
250the front side of sample and shows an overall lower
251enhancement. The integrated directional enhancement over
252the emission spectra detected from the back side is 1.2× higher
253than the one measured from the front side.
254To gain more physical insight in the asymmetry of the
255detected emission intensity, we have simulated the electric field
256(E) intensity profile at the position of the dye layer when
257illuminated by a plane wave from both sides using a commercial
258finite-difference in time-domain (FDTD) solver. Bloch periodic
259boundary conditions were used on the boundaries of the unit
260cell of the array and perfectly matched absorbing layers were
261used on the vertical boundaries of the simulation volume. The
262optical constants of the Al used in the simulation was obtained
263from the literature32 and fitted using the Drude model. The
264incident wave in the simulations was a broadband pulse
265incident along the normal direction. These simulations
266represent the FLDOS of the system and are related to the
267experiments by reciprocity, that is, a local source will emit
268preferentially in a given direction when the local field at the
269position of the source for a plane wave incident from this
270direction is the highest.33 As an example for the TE−TM1
271mode, Figure 3e shows the E-field intensity in the xoz plane
272crossing the center of a nanoparticle in a unit cell of the array
273when illuminated by a plane wave incident from the front side
274of the sample along the normal direction. The color scale
275represents the field intensity normalized by the incident field
276intensity. This simulation can be compared to the emission
277shown in Figure 3b. Similarly, in Figure 3f the E-field intensity
278is calculated for illumination by a plane wave incident from the
279back side of the sample to compare with the emission shown in
280Figure 3c. The results of Figures 3e,f show that the E-field
281intensity for the illumination from the back and front side have
282different enhancement and slightly different shape, which leads
283to the detected asymmetry in the emission intensity from the
284array.
285After the optimization of the dye concentration and the
286description of the asymmetric beaming effect of the nano-
287pyramid array, we set out to measure the F(Ω0) of the
288nanoparticle array. Experimentally, the emitted power was
289measured in two steps due to the broad emission spectrum of
290the dye layer (from 560 to 780 nm): First, the integrated power
291over the solid angle Ω0 of the emitted photon flux passing
292through a 620 nm band-pass filter with a bandwidth of 10 nm
293was measured with a calibrated power meter, Pout(620).
294Second, the emission spectrum over the same Ω0 was recorded
295with a fiber-coupled spectrometer with and without the band-
296pass filter. To ensure that the spectrum was measured correctly,
297we have calibrated its photon counts response in the
298wavelength range from 400 to 800 nm with a certified halogen
299lamp. Here, we call the ratio of the photon counts measured by
300the spectrometer with and without band-pass filter as (620).
301The power of the emitted photon flux without the band-pass
302filter is given by

= ·P P (620) (620)out out 303(2)
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f4 304 Figure 4a illustrates a schematic of the setup for the
305 measurements of F as a function of Ω0. The sample was
306 illuminated by the laser beam incident at angle θex. The emitted
307 light from the sample within Ω0 is collected by an achromatic
308 lens. The solid angle can be tuned with a variable diameter
309 diaphragm. The distance between the sample and the
310 diaphragm was kept constant at l = 50 mm. The irradiance of
311 the excitation beam and the emission signal from the sample
312 passing through the 620 nm band-pass filter (fwhm = 10 nm)
313 was recorded by a silicon power meter. The spectra of the
314 emitted light were taken with the fiber-coupled spectrometer.
315 Compared with the distance between the nanoparticle array
316 and the optical diaphragm defining Ω0, the small-excited area
317 on the sample (∼1 mm2) can be approximated by a point-like
318 light source. Hence, the solid angle of the emitted photon flux
319 passing through the diaphragm and collected by the achromatic
320 lens can be approximated to

πΩ ≈
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

D
l20

2

321 (3)

322 where D is the diameter of the diaphragm. The values of ∫ 0
Ω0

323 Pout(λout, Ω)·dΩ/Pin(λin) (for simplicity, named as Pout/Pin) as a
324 function of Ω0 for small solid angles in the forward direction are
325 presented in Figure 4b. The significantly lower Pout compared
326 to Pin is mainly due to the small collection angle in these
327 experiments and not to losses in the array of metallic
328 nanoparticles. For instance, the power reduction is 50 dB
329 when the emitted light is collected within Ω0 = 0.01 sr.
330 However, the value of Pout/Pin increases by enlarging the
331 collection solid angle (see Figure 4b). The ratio of Pout/Pin
332 measured with the particle array to the one measured onto the
333 bare dye layer is displayed in Figure 4c as Pout/Pin enhancement.

334The maximum Pout/Pin enhancement factor in the normal
335direction is ∼3.4. The enhancement factor decreases for larger
336collection solid angles because of the strong beaming in small
337solid angles provided by the nanoparticle array (shown in
338Figure 3c). In addition, and as expected from eq 1, the F of the
339bare dye layer is enhanced by the particle array by a factor of
340∼3 for Ω0 = 0.015 sr.
341 f5Figure 5a,b show the results of F(Ω0_max) measured with the
342excitation laser beam at λin = 533 and 575 nm, respectively, and
343Ω0_max = 6.3 × 10−3 sr, that is, the solid angle of maximum
344enhancement of the emission on the forward direction. Note
345that in such regime of small solid angles, F, is independent of
346Ω0, as shown by the linear behavior on Figure 4b. With these
347measurements, we have also investigated the directional
348excitation dependence of the sample by varying the elevation
349of the incident angle of the laser beam with respect to surface
350normal and recording F at the direction perpendicular to the
351surface for the two sample sides. Comparing Figure 5a,b, F for
352λin = 575 nm is always larger than for λin = 533 nm, in
353accordance to the higher absorption of the dye molecules at
354that wavelength. The triangle in Figure 5a,b correspond to F
355measured from the back-side, while the circles are the
356measurements from the front-side. We verify in these figures
357that F for the bare dye film is insensitive to the angle of
358incidence and to the detection configuration. However, for the
359particle array F presents a small dependence on the angle of
360incidence, which can be attributed to the angular dependent
361scattering of the excitation beam with the nanoparticle array.
362The dependence of F with excitation angle (see the blue
363triangles and the red circles in Figure 5a,b) is smaller than
364∼20% demonstrating a good omnidirectionality of the
365absorption over a large field of view. The value of F measured

Figure 4. (a) Schematic representation of the optical setup used for the characterization of the figure of merit of luminescent nanoparticle arrays. A
laser beam excites the sample at an angle θex with respect to the sample normal. The emitted photon flux passes through a diaphragm, an achromatic
(AC) lens, a band-pass filter (BF) and is detected by a silicon power meter or fiber coupled spectrometer. The distance between the sample and the
diaphragm is fixed to 50 mm. (b) Ratio of the measured emitted power (Pout) and the excitation laser beam power (Pin) as a function of the
collection solid angle (or the elevation angle θem) in the case of bare dye layer (red squares) and the nanoparticle array with the dye layer on top
(black circles). (c) Emission power enhancement of the dye layer due to the nanoparticle array as a function of the collection solid angle.
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366 from the back side of the sample is higher than the one
367 obtained from the front side (shown in Figure S4a), which is
368 consistent with the previously described asymmetry beaming
369 effect in Figure 3. F is enhanced by the particle array by ∼3
370 times when detected from the back side of the sample and ∼2
371 times from the front side (shown in Figure 5c). In particular, F
372 can be near unity when the emission is detected from the back
373 side of the particle array and the 575 nm laser beam excites the
374 sample with the incident angle of 40°. This near unity F
375 indicates that the thin and nonperfectly absorbing dye layer
376 with the nanoparticle array sample has the same performance in
377 emission and in a small solid angle as an ideal Lambertian
378 luminescent layer with full absorption and unity fluorescence
379 QY.
380 To understand the enhancement of F by the nanoparticle
381 array, we have analyzed its optical resonances at λin = 533 and
382 575 nm by measuring the extinction spectra of the sample as a
383 function of the angle of incidence (θ, ϕ), where θ is the
384 elevation angle and ϕ azimuthal axis measured from one of the
385 principle axis of the square lattice. Figure S1c,d in the
386 Supporting Information show these measurements as a
387 function of θ and for ϕ = 0°, 15°, 30°, and 45°. The extinction
388 as a function of θ at λin = 575 nm shows broad peaks that can
389 be partially attributed to LSPRs in the individual nanoparticles.
390 In the angle range −5° ≤ θ ≤ 5° there are no scattering
391 resonances excited, which means that the excitation enhance-
392 ment (ExE) for these incident angles can be neglected.
393 Consequently, the enhancement of F, which we call FE, at

394other angles of incidence can be normalized by the averaged
395results in this range (indicated by the vertical dashed lines in
396Figure 5c), leading to the ExE assisted by the LSPRs at the
397excitation wavelength of 575 nm. This ExE is displayed in
398Figure 5d, where it can be appreciated that the ExE fluctuates
399around 1. Additionally, the ExE is insensitive to the detection
400configuration as illustrated by the triangles and circles shown in
401Figure S4b. This is an expected result due to the small mode
402volume of LSPRs, which only efficiently enhances the
403absorption of the small fraction of dye molecules distributed
404at the vicinity of the nanoparticles. The FE could also have its
405origin in the emission enhancement due to an enhanced
406radiative decay rate of the dye molecules assisted by the higher
407local density of optical states. However, the fluorescence
408lifetime of the dye layer on the particle array is only slightly
409reduced (see Figure S2).23 Therefore, we conclude that the
410substantial enhancement of F is mainly due to the asymmetric
411beaming effect of the tapered nanopyramid.33

412■ CONCLUSION

413In summary, we have demonstrated the potential application of
414arrays of metallic nanoparticles to act as etendue reducers and
415thereby enhance the response of optical detectors for free-space
416optical communication. In particular, we have shown that a
417luminescent layer on top of a periodic array of Al nanoparticles
418has a strong beamed emission in a solid angle in the forward
419direction. This beamed emission can be used to improve the
420detected signal by small field of view photodetectors. Using this

Figure 5. Emission figure of merit as a function of the excitation angle (θex) for a pump laser beam of λin = 533 nm (a) and λin = 575 nm (b). The
black and red open circles denote F of the bare dye layer and dye layer on the particle array, respectively, and detected from the front side. The green
and blue triangles represent F of the bare dye layer and dye layer on the particle array, respectively, and detected from the back side. (c) the F
enhancement (FE) obtained from (b) by dividing the F of dye layer on the particle array by the F of the bare dye layer. The FE as a function of θ,
normalized by the averaged value of FE measured in the range −5°≤ θ ≤ 5° (indicated by the vertical dashed lines in (c)), result in the excitation
enhancement (ExE) shown in (d). In (c) and (d), the solid black circles and green triangles denote the results for the front and back detection
configuration, respectively.
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421 system, we achieve an emission figure of merit close to unity
422 using a thin layer of nonperfectly absorbing dye molecules,
423 which is equivalent to the figure of merit of a perfectly
424 absorbing layer with a quantum efficiency of 100%. In addition,
425 this figure of merit is almost independent of the angle of
426 incidence, which will enable to suppress complex pointing and
427 tracking systems for optical communication.3 Further improve-
428 ment of the beamed emission can be achieved by replacing the
429 layer of dye by a material with a higher absorption efficiency
430 and high quantum yield. Potential candidates are atomic-
431 monolayers of 2D semiconductors,34−36 inorganic perov-
432 skites,37 and aggregation induced emission crystals.38 A thinner
433 layer of these materials with higher absorption efficiency will
434 improve the beaming of the emission and, hence, the figure of
435 merit can reach values higher than the maximum value of 1 for
436 bare, perfect emitting layers. This improved beaming can be
437 achieved by positioning the thin layer at the height on the
438 sample of maximum electric field amplitude as has been
439 recently shown in ref 31. Alternative to metallic nanonatennas,
440 also arrays of dielectric Mie resonantors could be used,
441 suppressing the losses in the metal. However, the size of the
442 resonators should be larger than the nanoparticles to achieve
443 comparable polarizabilities and scattering efficiencies. In this
444 work, we have not addressed the band-limiting effects induced
445 by the dyes, which can limit the performance if data rates higher
446 than ∼2 Gbps are required.3 It has been recently demonstrated
447 that using plasmonic enhancement the radiative rate of the
448 luminescent materials can be boosted over 2 orders of
449 magnitude by leveraging the Purcell effect39 and, therefore,
450 can increase the bandwidth of the optical detectors. In
451 conclusion, plasmonic enhancement provides a promising
452 method to improve the performance of luminescent detectors.
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